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DEAR AXIOM DEALER
For years, Axiom Cycling Gear has created premium quality products to provide you with solutions
for your every day, whether it’s your commute to work, a leisurely ride, or an epic trip across the country.
We continuously strive to find innovative ways for our customers to solve these challenges - both on and
off the bike.
Each piece of premium cycling gear we create is thoughtfully designed to provide added benefits, and often
include ideas and details inspired by feedback we get from dealers like you. Whether it’s finding a way to
tackle mounting a rack in minutes, attaching fenders to a bike that would otherwise be next to impossible
or repurposing discarded materials from the environment and finding ways to safely use them in the
products we make.
Axiom products lead the market with technical solutions and designs that make accessorizing and
customizing a rider’s cycling experience easier, and more impactful. You might say it’s the Canadian in us,
but we don’t really brag about it because it’s just what we expect of ourselves, and what we hope you have
grown to expect from us, too.
We’re so intent on making our products better, we often miss celebrating what we’ve already done – until
we see a bike pass by with Axiom bags, baskets, fenders or racks. Each item making a difference to how
that rider moves and gets from point A to point B, with everything they need. Then, we allow ourselves to
smile, just a little – before getting back to observing, listening, and thinking about what new solutions we
can come up with for the future.
Over the past few years, we have taken a focused look at how to minimize the impact our products have
on our planet. By engaging in processes and partnerships that look to actively contribute to the betterment
of the world we ride in, we’ve made it a big priority to us and it’s rolled into how we do business. Through
more efficient use of recycled metals and materials, we have evolved our products without compromising
on quality and improving the environment.
That’s the thing... everything we do at Axiom is about finding innovative solutions to build susainable quality
products - conquering real-world cycling challenges while saving the environment too. We stand by the
reputation we’ve built over the years and every one of our products is covered by our Lifetime Guarantee.
You and your shop can stand behind our products, knowing you’re part of the solution.

Andrew Belson
Axiom Product Designer
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SOLUTIONS
AT AXIOM, WE’RE ALL ABOUT SOLUTIONS.
Maximizing the versatility and fit of all of our products to provide our dealers with
streamlined inventory management, and more efficient service departments.

BAGS					

8

OCEANWEAVE®								
Monsoon - Waterproof
Seymour Series								

8
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19

BASKETS
Recycled Steel
Fresh Mesh								
Market Baskets
Pet Basket								

Minimizing the environmental footprint of all our products while maintaining our high
standards, without compromising quality and value for our customers.
Innovating ways to remove hazardous materials from our environment and explore ground
breaking ways to use them to make our products, and the planet we ride on, better.

RACKS

A promise to prioritize recycled and repurposed materials for our products and packaging,
focusing on bio-degradable inks and coatings for the environment.

Recycled Aluminum
Streamliner								
Streamliner Accessories
Journey 								

Solutions to provide real-world benefits to riders through thoughtful, innovative designs
and details in a sustainable way.

FENDERS
FLASCHEGUARD™								
Framerunner accessories
Clip on fenders								

POS MATERIALS
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OUR COMMITMENT TO SOURCING SOLUTIONS
THAT PROTECT OUR ENVIRONMENT
Because so much of cycling is about celebrating the outdoors, we
recognize and embrace our responsibility towards our planet. The
actions we take today as a company, and as riders, have an impact
on tomorrow, and we’re committed to ensuring that every aspect of
our business meets strict environmental and social standards.
Axiom’s commitment to sustainability guides everything we do,
and affects every decision we make - from design to application
and beyond. We partner exclusively with vendors whose record for
environmental, social and economic sustainability aligns with our own,
and we use environmentally sensitive processes in all of our products
and packaging.
We design every Axiom product to last a lifetime, striving for the
ultimate in sustainability.

ALL AXIOM PRODUCTS ARE IN COMPLIANCE OF
CALIFORNIA PROP 65
The California Prop 65 program is administered by the Office of Environmental Health
Hazard Assessment (OEHHA) and requires manufacturers to notify
customers if their products contain any of the 921 chemicals included in
the Prop 65 listing, believed by the State of California to cause cancer or
reproductive harm.
All elements of Axiom products, including fabrics, plastics, metals, fixtures,
paints and coatings have been tested and are in compliance, i.e. do not require labeling for
toxic chemicals or reproductive harm.
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THE PROBLEM:
GHOST FISHING

GLOBAL GHOST GEAR INITIATIVE
THE GLOBAL GHOST GEAR INITIATIVE (GGGI) IS THE WORLD’S LARGEST CROSS-SECTORAL
ALLIANCE COMMITTED TO DRIVING SOLUTIONS TO THE PROBLEM OF LOST, ABANDONED
AND OTHERWISE DISCARDED FISHING GEAR (ALDFG, OR “GHOST GEAR”) WORLDWIDE.
It was estimated in 2009 that at least 640,000 tonnes of fishing gear are lost or
abandoned in our oceans each year, but new research has indicated that this number is
likely to be much higher today. Recent studies have suggested that between 47% - 70% of
floating macroplastic is fishing related when measured by weight.

Ghost fishing is a process by which abandoned, lost or otherwise
discarded fishing gear continues to catch fish and other animals.
Ghost fishing is indiscriminate and impacts all marine animals from
commercial fish stocks to marine megafauna such as whales, turtles and
seabirds. When an animal is caught in ghost gear and dies, it starts to
decay, which attracts other marine life to feed on it. These predators or
scavengers can then get caught themselves, resulting in a deadly cycle
that can last for dozens or even hundreds of years.

THE GGGI HAS THREE KEY AIMS:
• TO IMPROVE THE HEALTH OF MARINE ECOSYSTEMS

Studies show that unless removed from our oceans, some types of
ghost gear will persist in the marine environment for up to 600 years,
continuing to catch and kill marine life before eventually breaking down
into microplastics and ending up in the food chain. These tiny plastic
granules are found in water and sediments and may have a toxic effect
on the food chain that scientists are only beginning to understand.
The cumulative long-term effects of ghost fishing gear are likely to be
extremely damaging to marine flora and fauna, as well as to the people
and industries who depend on safe and healthy seas.

• TO SAFEGUARD HUMAN HEALTH AND LIVELIHOODS
• TO PROTECT MARINE ANIMALS FROM HARM

STRATEGIC APPROACH
THE GGGI WORKS GLOBALLY TO:
• BUILD EVIDENCE

Recent studies from 2017 and 2018 have suggested that ghost gear could
make up as much as 47% – 70% of all macro plastic in our oceans when
measured by weight, with more than 640,000 tonnes being added to the
world’s oceans every year.

• DEFINE BEST PRACTICE AND INFORM POLICY
• CATALYZE AND REPLICATE SOLUTIONS
Launched in September 2015 and founded on the best available science
dedicated to tackling the problem of ghost fishing gear on a global scale.
The GGGI’s strength lies in the diverstiy of its participants, including
fishing industry, private sector, academia, governments,
intergovernmental and non-governmental organizations. Every
participant has a crucial role to play to mitigate the effects of ghost gear
locally, regionally and globally.

THE AXIOM SOLUTION

Axiom Cycling Gear is a proud member of the GGGI and has become part of
the solution with its line of ‘Oceanweave’ products. Learn more at
www.ghostgear.org and at www.axiomgear.com

Every Axiom OCEANWEAVE bag is made from reclaimed fishnets.
The OCEANWEAVE process involves harvesting fishnets, and then processing them using a 2-step
regeneration process (de-polymerisation and re-polymerisation). This process removes all measurable
traces of heavy metals, toxic dyes, harmful chemicals such as bisphenol-A (BPA) and VOC’s.
Production of OCEANWEAVE reclaimed fishnet material requires up to 75% less crude oil than virgin
polyester, and for every 1,000 tonnes of OCEANWEAVE produced, up to 1,100 tonnes of nets are
eliminated. That same 1,000 tonnes will have saved an estimated 7,000 barrels of oil and avoided
4,100 tonnes of needless CO2 emissions.
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MONSOON SERIES
A waterproof, no-nonsense series for all-weather cyclists who value their bike as an efficient, sustainable solution to their
transportation needs. Durable, intuitive, lightweight, and backed by a lifetime warranty, these are the perfect bags for those that
like to keep things simple – and dry.
With Hydracore, the Monsoon Series is the perfect solution for cyclists who want a premium pannier that they can trust to keep their
belongings dry and organized in all conditions. Axiom’s waterproof Hydracore system features time-tested construction methods that have
earned us industry-wide respect for quality, serviceability and functionality, in our sustainable and ecologically-friendly Oceanweave fabric.

The Monsoon Advantage with Hydracore

1

10

Waterproof internal Hydracore system: The complete waterproof package. The combination
of a water-resistant outer layer and a waterproof inner liner allows us to offer features traditionally
found on non-waterproof bags that require rain covers. Your electronics, documents, and work
clothes are valuable to you, so keep them protected and easy to access with Hydracore.

2

Oceanweave Recycled Fishnet Fabric : Durable, reliable and sustainable, Oceanweave
fabric allows cyclists to make environmentally-conscious choices without compromise.

3

Quick-release hardware : Get the bag on and off the bike quickly with Rixen & Kaul® mounting
systems.

4

Exterior attachment points : Choosing to commute by bike shouldn’t require sacrifice, enjoy
storage and features without compromise. Monsoon bags are designed with exterior attachment
points to carry maximum cargo. The combination of a water-resistant outer layer and a waterproof
inner liner allows us to offer features that are traditionally only found on non-waterproof bags, such
as pockets for storage, and cargo straps for multiple tie-down options.

BAGS

WATERPROOF

Did you know?
All Hydracore equipped bags have
a Velcro closure on their liners,
allowing heavily soaked bags to be
dried out completely. The Velcro
closure also allows riders to access
the fully replaceable and user
serviceable hardware.
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MONSOON OCEANWEAVE® 45+

MONSOON OCEANWEAVE® P23+ URBAN

A waterproof, dry-bag-inspired / urban-inspired pannier set that
overcomes limitations normally found with waterproof bags.

A full-featured, waterproof urban-inspired pannier that overcomes
limitations normally found with waterproof bags. Offers exceptional
external load flexibility, removeable internal organizers for digital
devices, and a convenient external access pocket for keys and/or phone.

Construction

Mounting System

Features

Volume
Weight
Dimensions
Item Number

•	OCEANWEAVE® 600D reclaimed fishnet polyester with waterproof
polyurethane coating.
•	HYDRACORE® liner provides an exceptional IPX5 waterproof rating.
•	Rixen & Kaul® VARIO 2 spring-loaded hooks immediately adjust
from 6 mm-16 mm, without any need for tools.
•	Rixen & Kaul® lower SLIDE-LOCK and FLIP-LOCK hold panniers
firmly in place.
•	Triple webbing tie-downs allow variable size/shape loads to be
carried outside of the main cavity. Ideal for attaching U-locks.
•	Intuitive waterproof roll-down closure system.
•	Ultra-visible three-way 3M® triangle logos.
•	Ultra-stiff Polypropylene backing plate.
•	Front and rear light clips.
•	Carry handles.
•	D-Rings built in to hook attachment points for additional luggage
tie-down, or for attaching your own shoulder strap.
•	Lifetime warranty.
45.2 L / 2755 cu/in (pair) (22.6 L / 1378 cu/in each bag)
1530g / 3.37 lbs (pair) - (765 g / 1.69 lbs each bag)
43 x 30 x 17.5 cm / 16.9” x 11.8” x 6.9” (each bag)
404005-01
PAIR

Construction

Mounting System

Features

Waterproof
Rating

WATERPROOF

Volume
Weight
Dimensions

MONSOON OCEANWEAVE 32+
®

Item Number

•	OCEANWEAVE® 600D reclaimed fishnet polyester with waterproof
polyurethane coating.
•	HYDRACORE® liner provides an exceptional IPX5 waterproof rating.
•	Rixen & Kaul® VARIO 2 spring-loaded hooks immediately adjust
from 6 mm-16 mm, without any need for tools.
•	Rixen & Kaul® lower SLIDE-LOCK and FLIP-LOCK hold panniers
firmly in place.
•	Intuitive waterproof roll-down closure system.
•	Waterproof outer pocket.
•	Removeable 14.2” x 10.2” padded laptop/electronics sleeve/organizer.
•	Removeable 10” x 8” padded tablet/electronics sleeve/organizer.
•	External zippered pocket for keys/wallet, etc…
•	Keychain clips + 2 x Axiom keychains.
•	Independent main compartment and outer compartment
compression / cargo straps provide exceptional load control.
•	Outer straps allow gear to be carried outside of the main cavity.
Ideal for unplanned loads faced by commuters.
•	Strap control loops to protect against strap damage if straps are
not secured.
•	Dual daisy-chain tie-down strips for additional load attachment.
•	Ultra-visible three-way 3M® triangle logos.
•	Ultra-stiff Polypropylene backing plate.
•	Front and rear light clips.
•	Carry handle.
•	D-Rings built in to hook attachment points for additional luggage
tie-down, or for attaching your own shoulder strap.
•	Lifetime warranty.
22.6 L / 1379 cu/in
1220 g / 2.69 lbs (incl. laptop sleeve and tablet sleeve) –
(995 g / 2.19 lbs without sleeves)
47 x 28.5 x 13.5 cm / 18.5” x 11.3” x 5.3” main compartment
33 x 18 x 7.5 cm / 13” x 7” x 3” pocket
404007-01
SINGLE

A waterproof, dry-bag-inspired / urban-inspired pannier set that
overcomes limitations normally found with waterproof bags.
Construction

Mounting System

Features

Volume
Weight
Dimensions
Item Number

BAGS

Waterproof
Rating

•	OCEANWEAVE® 600D reclaimed fishnet polyester with waterproof
polyurethane coating.
•	HYDRACORE® liner provides an exceptional IPX5 waterproof rating.
•	Rixen & Kaul® VARIO 2 spring-loaded hooks immediately adjust
from 6 mm-16 mm, without any need for tools.
•	Rixen & Kaul® lower SLIDE-LOCK and FLIP-LOCK hold panniers
firmly in place.
•	Triple webbing tie-downs allow variable size/shape loads to be
carried outside of the main cavity. Ideal for attaching U-locks.
•	Intuitive waterproof roll-down closure system.
•	Ultra-visible three-way 3M® triangle logos.
•	Ultra-stiff Polypropylene backing plate.
•	Front and rear light clips.
•	Carry handles.
•	D-Rings built in to hook attachment points for additional luggage
tie-down, or for attaching your own shoulder strap.
•	Lifetime warranty.
31.6 L / 1928 cu/in (pair) (15.8 L / 964 cu/in each bag)
1320g / 2.91 lbs (pair) - (660 g / 1.46 lbs each bag)
39 x 27 x 15 cm / 15.4” x 10.6” x 5.9” (each bag)
404006-01 PAIR
WATERPROOF
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WATERPROOF

Waterproof
Rating
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MONSOON OCEANWEAVE® P18+ URBAN

MONSOON OCEANWEAVE 16+

A full-featured, waterproof urban-inspired pannier that overcomes
limitations normally found with waterproof bags. Offers exceptional
external load flexibility, a removeable internal organizer for a laptop, and
a convenient external access zippered pocket for keys and/or phone.

A waterproof, dry-bag-inspired / urban-inspired pannier that
overcomes limitations normally found with waterproof bags.

Construction

Mounting System

Features

Volume
Weight
Dimensions
Item Number

Construction

•	OCEANWEAVE® 600D reclaimed fishnet polyester with waterproof
polyurethane coating.
•	HYDRACORE® liner provides an exceptional IPX5 waterproof rating.
•	Rixen & Kaul® VARIO 2 spring-loaded hooks immediately adjust
from 6 mm-16 mm, without any need for tools.
•	Rixen & Kaul® lower SLIDE-LOCK and FLIP-LOCK hold panniers
firmly in place.
•	Intuitive waterproof roll-down closure system.
•	Removeable 14.2” x 10.2” padded laptop/electronics sleeve/organizer.
•	External zippered pocket for keys/wallet, etc…
•	Keychain clip + Axiom keychain.
•	Compression/cargo straps provide exceptional load control and
allow gear to be carried outside of the main cavity. Ideal for
unplanned loads faced by commuters.
•	Strap control loops to protect against strap damage if straps are
not secured.
•	Single daisy-chain tie-down strip for additional load attachment.
•	Ultra-visible three-way 3M® triangle logos.
•	Ultra-stiff Polypropylene backing plate.
•	Front and rear light clips.
•	Carry handle.
•	D-Rings built in to hook attachment points for additional luggage
tie-down, or for attaching your own shoulder strap.
•	Lifetime warranty.
22.6 L / 1379 cu/in
935 g / 2.06 lbs (incl. laptop sleeve and tablet sleeve) – (800 g /
1.76 lbs without sleeve)
47 x 28.5 x 13.5 cm / 18.5” x 11.25” x 5.25”
404008-01 SINGLE
WATERPROOF

Mounting System

Features

Volume
Weight
Dimensions
Item Number

•	OCEANWEAVE® 600D reclaimed fishnet polyester with waterproof
polyurethane coating.
•	HYDRACORE® liner provides an exceptional IPX5 waterproof rating.
•	Rixen & Kaul® VARIO 2 spring-loaded hooks immediately adjust
from 6 mm-16 mm, without any need for tools.
•	Rixen & Kaul® lower SLIDE-LOCK and FLIP-LOCK hold panniers
firmly in place.
•	Intuitive waterproof roll-down closure system.
•	Triple webbing tie-downs allow variable size/shape loads to be
carried outside of the main cavity. Ideal for attaching U-locks.
•	Ultra-visible three-way 3M® triangle logos.
•	Ultra-stiff Polypropylene backing plate.
•	Front and rear light clips.
•	Carry handle.
•	D-Rings built in to hook attachment points for additional luggage
tie-down, or for attaching your own shoulder strap.
•	Lifetime warranty.
15.8 L / 964 cu/in
660 g / 1.46 lbs
39 x 27 x 15 cm / 15.4” x 10.6” x 5.9”
404009-01
SINGLE
WATERPROOF

Waterproof
Rating

Waterproof
Rating

MONSOON OCEANWEAVE® HANDLEBAR 9+
A waterproof, dry-bag-inspired / urban-inspired handlebar bag that
converts into a shoulder bag.
Construction

Mounting System

Features

Volume
Weight
Dimensions
Item Number

•	OCEANWEAVE® 600D reclaimed fishnet polyester with waterproof
polyurethane coating.
•	HYDRACORE® liner provides an exceptional IPX5 waterproof rating.
•	Rixen & Kaul® fibre reinforced KLICKfix quick-release bracket, with
patented security cable ensures that the mount remains securely
fixed and will not turn downwards.
•	Universal bracket design includes 2 sets of clamps
(22-26 mm & 31.8 mm).
•	Fits many electric bike designs.
•	Single webbing tie-down allows variable size/shape loads to be
carried outside of the main cavity. Ideal for attaching bicycle locks.
•	Polyurethane internal stiffeners ensure that the bag retains its
shape, even under heavy use.
•	Intuitive waterproof roll-down closure system.
•	Shoulder strap doubles as a closure strap.
•	Ultra-visible 3M® triangle logo.
•	Ultra-stiff Polypropylene backing plate.
•	Front webbing doubles as a light clip.
•	Lifetime warranty.
9.1 L / 555 cu/in
570 g / 1.26 lbs (including bracket), 450 g / 1 lb (without bracket)
25 x 26 x 14 cm / 9.8” x 10.2” x 5.5”
404012-01
WATERPROOF
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MONSOON OCEANWEAVE® CITYPACK P12+

MONSOON OCEANWEAVE® CITYPACK 6+

A waterproof, bikepacking-inspired / urban-inspired seat pack bag that
is quickly attached/removed via an ingenious quick-release seatpost
mounting system. Ideal for the commuting trunk bag user who doesn’t
want to use a rack.

A Waterproof, bikepacking-inspired / urban-inspired seat pack bag
that is quickly attached/removed via an ingenious quick-release
system that fastens to standard seat rails. One of our most universal
bag designs, the Citypack 6+ is ideal for seat bag users who have
wheel/frame clearance issues, or trunk bag users who would prefer
not use a rack.

Construction

Mounting System

Features

Volume
Weight
Dimensions
Item Number

•	OCEANWEAVE® 600D reclaimed fishnet polyester with waterproof
polyurethane coating.
•	HYDRACORE® liner provides an exceptional IPX5 waterproof
rating.
•	Universal Rixen & Kaul® CONTOUR MAX seatpost bracket with 2
sets of seatpost clamps. (25-32 mm & 32-36 mm) – 3 kg / 6.6
lbs load rating
•	8 mm Engineered aluminum frame provides stiffness and load
stability.
*Not advised for carbon fibre or ultra-lightweight seatposts.
•	Intuitive waterproof roll-down closure system provides flexible load
management.
•	Front external mesh pocket with Velcro closure.
•	Outer bungee system with wings, allows excess gear to be carried
outside of the main cavity. Ideal for unplanned loads faced by
commuters.
•	Ultra-visible three-way 3M® triangle logos.
•	Polypropylene side stiffeners and dimensional foam top/bottom
stiffeners provide additional load stability.
•	Supplemental rear closure strap system provides additional
support.
•	Built-in U-lock holder.
•	Rear light clip.
•	Lifetime warranty.
12 L / 732 cu/in
795 g / 1.75 lbs (incl. bracket), 725 g / 1.6 lbs (without bracket)
44 x 18 x 16” / 17.3” x 7.1” x 6.3”
404065-01
WATERPROOF
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Construction

Mounting System

Features

Volume
Weight
Dimensions
Item Number

•	OCEANWEAVE® 600D reclaimed fishnet polyester with waterproof
polyurethane coating.
•	HYDRACORE® liner provides an exceptional IPX5 waterproof
rating.
•	Rixen & Kaul® CONTOUR® MINI Saddle Adapter fits 6-7 mm rails
and is angle adjustable. – 2 kg / 4.4 lbs load rating
•	Attachment to saddle rails ensures compatibility with most carbon
fiber seatposts, suspension seatposts and dropper seatposts.
•	Intuitive waterproof roll-down closure system provides flexible load
management.
•	Outer bungee system allows excess gear to be carried outside of
the main cavity. Ideal for unplanned loads faced by commuters.
•	Ultra-visible three-way 3M® triangle logos.
•	Polypropylene side stiffeners and dimensional foam top/bottom
stiffeners provide additional load stability.
•	Supplemental rear closure strap system provides additional
support.
•	Rear light clip.
•	Lifetime warranty.
6 L / 366 cu/in
385 g / 0.85 lbs (incl. bracket), 306 g / 0.67 lbs (without bracket)
30 x 14 x 12 cm / 11.8” x 5.5” x 4.7”
404067-01
WATERPROOF

Waterproof
Rating

Waterproof
Rating
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SEYMOUR SERIES
We designed the Seymour series for a cyclist who values the ability to choose their bike over
their car and stairs before the elevator with sustainable solutions. Dependable, functional, and
adaptable, Seymour bags will make the decision to ride just a little bit easier.

The Seymour Advantage

18
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1

Oceanweave recycled fishnet polyester : At Axiom, we believe that riders shouldn’t have to
sacrifice quality to make sustainable choices. All Seymour bags are made from recycled fishing nets,
with the same quality and performance as new material.

2

Quick-release hardware : Get the bag on and off your bike quickly with convenient Rixen & Kaul
mounting systems.

3

Convenience pockets : Functional pockets give riders more options for storing the small, important
items that otherwise get lost or damaged in the main compartment.
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SEYMOUR OCEANWEAVE® P55+

SEYMOUR OCEANWEAVE® 22+

Ample room for all your light bicycle touring / high volume commuting
needs. Large enough to hold a separate shoulder/laptop bag or a sleeping
bag. Fits up to 4 full bags of groceries.

A compact solution for light bicycle touring / low volume commuting needs.
Large enough to hold a large tablet and what you would need for a day at
work, and perfectly sized for use on lowrider front racks. Fits up to 1.5 full
bags of groceries.

Construction

Mounting System

Features

Volume
Weight
Dimensions
Item Number

•	OCEANWEAVE® 600D reclaimed fishnet polyester with waterproof
polyurethane coating.
•	Water-resistant stitched construction.
•	Rixen & Kaul® VARIO 1 hooks are adjustable from 6 mm-16 mm.
•	The Rixen & Kaul® lower SLIDE-LOCK rail and FLIP-LOCK hold panniers
firmly in place.
•	Drawstring closure helps to fill every last cubic inch.
•	Large zippered side pocket.
•	Zippered rear pocket.
•	Mesh front pocket with elastic closure.
•	Daisy-chain webbing loops provide additional tie-down points.
•	3M® triangle rear logo.
•	Ultra-stiff polyurethane backing plate.
•	LED light clips.
•	Rain covers available separately (403049-03).
•	Lifetime warranty.
55.3 L / 3372 cu in (pair)
1520g / 3.35 lbs (pair)
48 x 31 x 16 cm / 19” x 12.2 x6.3” (main compartment)
14 x 23 x 5 cm / 5.5”x 9” x 2” (side pocket)
404040-01 PAIR

Construction

Mounting System

Features

Volume
Weight
Dimensions
Item Number

•	OCEANWEAVE® 600D reclaimed fishnet polyester with waterproof
polyurethane coating.
•	Water-resistant stitched construction.
•	Rixen & Kaul® VARIO 1 hooks are adjustable from 6 mm-16 mm.
•	The Rixen & Kaul® lower SLIDE-LOCK rail and FLIP-LOCK hold panniers
firmly in place.
•	Drawstring closure helps to fill every last cubic inch.
•	Zippered rear pocket.
•	Daisy-chain webbing loops provide additional tie-down points.
•	3M® triangle rear logo.
•	Ultra-stiff polyurethane backing plate.
•	LED light clips.
•	Rain covers available separately (403049-01).
•	Lifetime warranty.
22 L / 1343 cu in (pair)
992 g / 2.19 lbs (pair)
39 x 24 x 11 cm / 15.4” x 9.4” x 4.3” (main compartment)
404042-01 PAIR

1.5x

4x

SEYMOUR OCEANWEAVE® P35+

SEYMOUR OCEANWEAVE® P25 TWIN

The perfect size for most light bicycle touring / normal volume commuting
needs. Large enough to hold a compact laptop bag or a compact sleeping
bag. Fits up to 2.5 full bags of groceries.

A simple and effective utility solution. Ideal for shorter trips and situations
where stability and speed of installation/removal is less of a concern.
Perfect for carrying into the market for day-to-day needs. Fits up to 1.8 full
bags of groceries.

Construction

Mounting System

Features

Volume
Weight
Dimensions
Item Number

•	OCEANWEAVE® 600D reclaimed fishnet polyester with waterproof
polyurethane coating.
•	Water-resistant stitched construction.
•	Rixen & Kaul® VARIO 1 hooks are adjustable from 6 mm-16 mm.
•	The Rixen & Kaul® lower SLIDE-LOCK rail and FLIP-LOCK hold panniers
firmly in place.
•	Drawstring closure helps to fill every last cubic inch.
•	Mesh side pocket with elastic closure.
•	Zippered rear pocket.
•	Mesh front pocket with elastic closure.
•	Daisy-chain webbing loops provide additional tie-down points.
•	3M® triangle rear logo.
•	Ultra-stiff polyurethane backing plate.
•	LED light clips.
•	Rain covers available separately (403049-02).
•	Lifetime warranty.
35 L / 2139 cu in (pair)
1240g / 2.73 lbs (pair)
44 x 27 x 13.5 cm / 17.3” x 10.6” x 5.3” (main compartment)
404041-01 PAIR

Construction

Mounting System
Features

Volume
Weight
Dimensions
Item Number

•	OCEANWEAVE® 600D reclaimed fishnet polyester with waterproof
polyurethane coating.
•	Water-resistant stitched construction.
•	Velcro platform mounting straps .
•	Bungee hook mount.
•	Zippered main compartments.
•	Zippered side pockets.
•	3M® triangle rear logos.
•	Polyurethane backing plate.
•	Incorporated carry-handle.
•	LED light clips.
•	Lifetime warranty.
25 L / 1516 cu in (set)
830 g / 1.83 lbs (set)
28 x 30 x 13 cm / 11” x 11.8” x 5.1” (main compartment)
15 x 20 x 5 cm / 4.7” x 7.8” x 2” (side pocket)
404043-01

1.8x
2.5x
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SEYMOUR OCEANWEAVE® HANDLEBAR P7

SEYMOUR OCEANWEAVE® TRUNK EXP19+

Spacious bag with great organizational features, with it’s generous
capacity being the perfect size to keep your necessities close at hand
as well as being able to store things like a jacket. Ideal for modern
geometry bicycles with a slightly raised handlebar position.

A fully-featured trunk bag with organizer pockets, dividers, and multiple
expandable compartments and a top mount bungee system, allowing you to have
as much or as little storage as you require for each journey.

Construction

Mounting System
Features

Volume
Weight
Dimensions
Item Number

Construction

•	OCEANWEAVE® 600D reclaimed fishnet polyester with waterproof
polyurethane coating.
•	Water-resistant stitched construction.
•	Lightweight strap & buckle system.
•	Zippered Main compartment opens towards rider.
•	Zippered internal convenience pocket for keys/phone, etc.
•	Zippered exterior pocket for additional storage.
•	Includes shoulder strap.
•	Lifetime warranty.
7 L / 427 cu in
202 g / 0.45 lbs
13 x 23 x 4 cm / 5.1” x 9” x 1.6” (main compartment)
404050-01

Mounting System
Features

Volume

Internal pocket

Weight
Dimensions
Item Number

•	OCEANWEAVE® 600D reclaimed fishnet polyester with waterproof
polyurethane coating.
•	Water-resistant stitched construction.
•	Lightweight, universal Velcro attachment system attaches to the top of rack.
•	Padded/insulated construction controls internal temperature and keeps load quiet.
•	Main compartment expands vertically for an additional 2.9 L / 177 cu/in.
•	Side pockets expand to provide an additional 5.8 L / 254 cu/in.
•	Top bungee system for additional, flexible storage.
•	External rear zippered pocket.
•	Internal mesh pocket in lid.
•	Internal organizer pocket.
•	Adjustable internal divider.
•	Ultra-visible three-way 3M® triangle logos + extra 3M® reflective stripe.
•	Ultra-stiff Polypropylene backing plates built into fold-down pockets.
•	Rear light clips.
•	Carry handle.
•	Mini pump straps.
•	Shoulder strap included.
•	Rain cover available separately (403049-04)
•	Lifetime warranty.
18.6 L / 1135 cu/in (expanded)
9.9 L / 604 cu/in (not expanded)
575 g / 1.27 lbs
20 x 30 x 15 cm / 7.9” x 11.8” x 5.9” main compartment (not expanded)
404082-01

1.4x

SEYMOUR OCEANWEAVE® HANDLEBAR P4

SEYMOUR OCEANWEAVE® TRUNK EXP15+

The perfect amount of space and organizational features to keep your
necessities nearby. Ideal for bicycles with reduced clearance between
the handlebar and front tire.

This expandable rack-top bag is optimized for day trips, allowing for storage
of unplanned cargo that you may pick up along the way. The thermal-lined,
washable main compartment is intended for use as an insulated lunch bag. Fits
up to 1 full bag of groceries.

Construction

Mounting System
Features

Volume
Weight
Dimensions
Item Number

•	OCEANWEAVE® 600D reclaimed fishnet polyester with waterproof
polyurethane coating.
•	Water-resistant stitched construction.
•	Lightweight strap & buckle system.
•	Zippered Main compartment opens towards rider.
•	Zippered internal convenience pocket for keys/phone, etc.
•	Includes shoulder strap.
•	Lifetime warranty.
3.8 L / 231 cu in
158 g / 0.35 lbs
20 x 27 x 9 cm / 7.9” x 10.6” x 3.5” (main compartment)
404051-01

Construction

Mounting System
Features

Volume
Weight
Dimensions
Item Number

•	OCEANWEAVE® 600D reclaimed fishnet polyester with waterproof
polyurethane coating.
•	Water-resistant stitched construction.
•	Lightweight, universal Velcro attachment system attaches to top of rack, and is
quickly removed.
•	Insulated main compartment is ideal for beverages/food and helps keep
contents cool/warm.
•	Side pockets expand to provide additional storage.
•	Rear zippered pocket.
•	External mini pump straps*.
•	3M® triangle rear logo.
•	Carry handles for added convenience.
•	Rain cover available separately (403049-04).
•	Lifetime warranty.
15.3 L / 932 cu in (expanded)
9.9 L / 604 cu in (not expanded)
575 g / 1.27 lbs
20 x 30 x 15 cm / 7.8” x 11.8” x 5.9” (main compartment)
28 x 24 x 4 cm / 11” x 9.4” x 1.6” (expanded side pocket)
404080-01

1x
Internal pocket
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SEYMOUR OCEANWEAVE® TRUNK P9

SEYMOUR OCEANWEAVE® SEATPACK 13+

This minimalist rack-top bag is optimized for day trips, where lunch is the
destination. The thermal-lined, washable main compartment is intended for
use as an insulated lunch bag. Fits up to half of a bag of groceries.

A weather-resistant, bikepacking-inspired / urban-inspired seat pack bag
with built-in accommodation for a U-lock. Ideal for the commuting trunk
bag user who doesn’t want to use a rack.

Construction

Construction

Mounting System
Features

Volume
Weight
Dimensions
Item Number

•	OCEANWEAVE® 600D reclaimed fishnet polyester with waterproof
polyurethane coating.
•	Water-resistant stitched construction.
•	Lightweight, universal Velcro attachment system attaches to top of
rack, and is quickly removed.
•	Insulated main compartment is ideal for beverages/food and helps
keep contents cool/warm.
•	Side mesh pockets.
•	Rear zippered pocket.
•	3M® triangle rear logo.
•	Carry handles for added convenience.
•	Rain cover available separately (403049-04).
•	Lifetime warranty.
9.0 L / 549 cu in
414 g / 0.91 lbs
18 x 30 x 15 cm / 7” x 11.8” x 5.9” (main compartment)
404081-01

Mounting System

Features

Volume
Weight
Dimensions
Item Number

.5x

•	OCEANWEAVE® 600D reclaimed fishnet polyester with waterproof
polyurethane coating.
•	Water-resistant stitched construction.
•	Heavy-duty seat rail buckle and straps, pull up to tighten.
•	3 rubberized, modular seatpost straps with CAMLOCK, ensure
things stay tight, while eliminating potential damage to clothing.
Can use 2 or 3, in varied positions.
•	Top bungee system for additional, flexible storage.
•	Supplemental rear closure strap system provides additional support.
•	Ultra-visible rear 3M® triangle logo.
•	Polypropylene plates below saddle, ensure ample leg clearance, even if
heavily loaded.
•	Built-in U-lock holder.
•	Rear light clip.
•	Lifetime warranty.
13.3 L / 811 cu/in
420 g / 0.93 lbs
46 x 21 x17cm / 18.1”x 8.3” x 6.7”
404066-01

SEYMOUR OCEANWEAVE® SEATPACK 7
A weather-resistant, bikepacking-inspired / urban-inspired seat pack
bag Ideal for day-trippers or commuting trunk bag users who don’t
want to use a rack.
Construction

•	OCEANWEAVE® 600D reclaimed fishnet polyester with waterproof
polyurethane coating.
•	Water-resistant stitched construction.
Mounting System
•	Heavy-duty seat rail buckle and straps, pull up to tighten.
•	2 rubberized, modular seatpost straps with CAMLOCK, ensure
things stay tight, while eliminating potential damage to clothing.
Features
• Supplemental rear closure strap system provides additional support.
•	Ultra-visible rear 3M® triangle logo.
•	Polypropylene plates below saddle, ensure ample leg clearance,
even if heavily loaded.
•	Rear light clip.
•	Lifetime warranty.
Volume
7 L / 427 cu / in
Weight	222 g / 0.49 lbs
Dimensions	27 x 16 x 14 cm / 10.6” x 6.3” x 5.5”
Item Number
404068-01
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SEYMOUR OCEANWEAVE® WEDGE 1.3 H2O

SEYMOUR OCEANWEAVE® WEDGE 0.8

A high-volume, under-the-seat bag with a water bottle pocket designed
specifically for increased hydration and storage needs of distance cyclists.
Enough room for all your gear needs, with enough extra room for extra food
and a jacket.

A medium-volume, under-the-seat bag specifically designed to balance the need for storage
with the need to keep things light and streamlined. Enough room for all of your essential
support gear needs, with enough extra room for an extra tube and an energy bar or two.

Construction

Mounting System
Features

Volume
Weight
Dimensions
Item Number

Construction

•	OCEANWEAVE® 600D reclaimed fishnet polyester with waterproof
polyurethane coating.
•	Water-resistant stitched construction.
•	Lightweight Velcro saddle mounting system.
•	Zippered flap opening for easy access to bag contents while bag is on bike.
•	Interior credit card / ID pocket.
•	Integrated water bottle holder.
•	Ultra-visible 3M® triangle logo.
•	LED light clip.
•	Lifetime warranty.
1.3 L / 79 cu in
126 g / 0.28 lbs
24 x 10 x 11 cm / 9.4” x 3.9” x 4.3”
404061-01

Mounting System
Features

Volume
Weight
Dimensions
Item Number

SEYMOUR OCEANWEAVE® WEDGE 0.5

SEYMOUR OCEANWEAVE WEDGE 1.3
®

Designed to carry only what you absolutely need, and nothing more. This streamlined,
lightweight solution provides enough room for your essentials, and only your essentials.

A high-volume, under-the-seat bag designed specifically for increased storage needs of
distance cyclists. Enough room for all your gear needs, with enough extra room for extra
food and a jacket.
Construction
Mounting System
Features

Volume
Weight
Dimensions
Item Number
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•	OCEANWEAVE® 600D reclaimed fishnet polyester with waterproof polyurethane coating.
•	Water-resistant stitched construction.
•	Lightweight Velcro saddle mounting system can be cinched down to ensure a quiet load.
•	Zippered flap opening for easy access to bag contents while bag is on bike.
•	Interior ID pocket.
•	Ultra-visible 3M® triangle logo.
•	LED light clip.
•	Lifetime warranty.
0.8 L / 51 cu in
72 g / 0.16 lbs
9.5 x 8.5 x 17 cm / 3.7” x 3.3” x 6.7”
404063-01

Construction

Volume
Weight
Dimensions
Item Number

•	OCEANWEAVE® 600D reclaimed fishnet polyester with waterproof polyurethane coating.
•	Water-resistant stitched construction.
•	Lightweight Velcro saddle mounting system can be cinched down to ensure a quiet load.
•	Zippered flap opening for easy access to bag contents while bag is on bike.
•	Interior ID pocket.
•	Ultra-visible 3M® triangle logo.
•	LED light clip.
•	Lifetime warranty.
0.5 L / 29 cu in
57 g / 0.13 lbs
7 x 7 x 15 cm / 2.8” x 2.8” x 5.9”
404064-01

axiomgear.com
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Mounting System
Features

•	OCEANWEAVE® 600D reclaimed fishnet polyester with waterproof polyurethane coating.
•	Water-resistant stitched construction.
•	Lightweight Velcro saddle mounting system can be cinched down to ensure a quiet load.
•	Zippered flap opening for easy access to bag contents while bag is on bike.
•	Interior credit card / ID pocket.
•	Ultra-visible 3M® triangle logo.
•	LED light clip.
•	Lifetime warranty.
1.3 L / 79 cu in
93g / 0.21 lbs
13 x 10 x 19cm / 5.1” x 3.9” x 7.5”
404062-01
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SEYMOUR OCEANWEAVE® FRAMEPACK P4.5

SEYMOUR OCEANWEAVE® FRAMEPACK P2.5

Shaped to fit modern bicycle geometries, providing low-profile, swingfree storage that won’t adversely affect handling. Soft-lined pocket
keeps your phone handy, and incorporated keychain and clip offer
quick access to keys.

Shaped to fit modern bicycle geometries, providing low-profile, swingfree storage that won’t adversely affect handling. Soft-lined pocket
keeps your phone handy, and incorporated keychain and clip offer
quick access to keys.

Construction

Construction

Mounting System

Features

Volume
Weight
Dimensions
Item Number

Mounting System

Features

Volume
Weight
Dimensions
Item Number

•	OCEANWEAVE® 600D reclaimed fishnet polyester with waterproof
polyurethane coating.
•	Water-resistant stitched construction.
•	Webbing ladder offers endless fastening points. Simply cut the
supplied Velcro to size.
•	5 Velcro, trim-to-length straps included.
•	Dual-sided zipper access. Main compartment for larger objects
on the left, and a convenience pocket for storing phone, keys and
wallet on the right.
•	Zippers close towards the front, keeping things neat and tidy
when running lighting systems.
•	Soft-lined phone pocket is large enough to hold most modern
phones, and doubles as a sunglass pocket.
•	Keychain clip (bonus keychain included).
•	Shape allows for use of waterbottles.
•	Lifetime warranty.
2.5 L / 153 cu/in
155 g / 0.34 lbs
42 x 10 x 6 cm / 16.5”x 3.9” x 2.4”
404092-01

SEYMOUR OCEANWEAVE® FRAMEPACK P3.5

SEYMOUR OCEANWEAVE® PODPACK P2.0

Shaped to fit modern bicycle geometries, providing low-profile, swingfree storage that won’t adversely affect handling. Soft-lined pocket
keeps your phone handy, and incorporated keychain and clip offer
quick access to keys.

A stable and lightweight bag that sits on your top tube, providing quick
and easy access to essentials like snacks, sunglasses, phone and keys.

Construction

Mounting System

Features

Volume
Weight
Dimensions
Item Number
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•	OCEANWEAVE® 600D reclaimed fishnet polyester with waterproof
polyurethane coating.
•	Water-resistant stitched construction.
•	Webbing ladder offers endless fastening points. Simply cut the
supplied Velcro to size.
•	6 Velcro, trim-to-length straps included.
•	Dual-sided zipper access. Main compartment for larger objects
on the left, and a convenience pocket for storing phone, keys and
wallet on the right.
•	Zippers close towards the front, keeping things neat and tidy
when running lighting systems.
•	Soft-lined phone pocket is large enough to hold most modern
phones, and doubles as a sunglass pocket.
•	Keychain clip (bonus keychain included).
•	Shape allows for use of waterbottles.
•	Lifetime warranty.
4.5 L / 275 cu/in
185 g / 0.41 lbs
52 x 13 x 6 cm / 20.5”x 5.1” x 2.4”
404090-01

BAGS

Construction

•	OCEANWEAVE® 600D reclaimed fishnet polyester with waterproof
polyurethane coating.
•	Water-resistant stitched construction.
•	Webbing ladder offers endless fastening points. Simply cut the
supplied Velcro to size.
•	6 Velcro, trim-to-length straps included.
•	Dual-sided zipper access. Main compartment for larger objects
on the left, and a convenience pocket for storing phone, keys and
wallet on the right.
•	Zippers close towards the front, keeping things neat and tidy
when running lighting systems.
•	Soft-lined phone pocket is large enough to hold most modern
phones, and doubles as a sunglass pocket.
•	Keychain clip (bonus keychain included).
•	Shape allows for use of waterbottles.
•	Lifetime warranty.
3.5 L / 214 cu/in
170 g / 0.37 lbs
46 x 11 x 6 cm / 18.1”x 4.3” x 2.4”
404091-01

Volume
Weight
Dimensions
Item Number

•	OCEANWEAVE® 600D reclaimed fishnet polyester with waterproof
polyurethane coating.
•	Water-resistant stitched construction.
•	Webbing ladder offers endless fastening points. Simply cut the
supplied Velcro to size.
•	4 Velcro, trim-to-length straps included.
•	Leading edge polypropylene stiffeners help to maintain bag shape.
•	Wedge-shaped front enhances stem strap support.
•	Zipper closes towards the front, keeping things neat and tidy
when running a lighting system.
•	Zipper pull tabs for easy operation while wearing gloves.
•	Soft-lined phone pocket is large enough to hold most modern
phones, and doubles as a sunglass pocket.
•	Lifetime warranty.
2 L / 122 cu/in
124 g / 0.27 lbs
25 x 12 x 7 cm / 9.8”x 4.7” x 2.8”
404093-01
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SEYMOUR OCEANWEAVE® PODPACK P1.0
A stable and lightweight bag that sits on your top tube, providing quick
and easy access to essentials like snacks, sunglasses, phone and keys.
Construction

Mounting System

Features

Volume
Weight
Dimensions
Item Number

•	OCEANWEAVE® 600D reclaimed fishnet polyester with waterproof
polyurethane coating.
•	Water-resistant stitched construction.
•	Webbing ladder offers endless fastening points. Simply cut the
supplied Velcro to size.
•	4 Velcro, trim-to-length straps included.
•	Leading edge polypropylene stiffeners help to maintain bag shape.
•	Wedge-shaped front enhances stem strap support.
•	Zipper closes towards the front, keeping things neat and tidy
when running a lighting system.
•	Zipper pull tabs for easy operation while wearing gloves.
•	Soft-lined phone pocket is large enough to hold most modern
phones, and doubles as a sunglass pocket.
•	Keychain clip (Bonus keychain included).
•	Lifetime warranty.
1 L / 61 cu/in
108 g / 0.24 lbs
22 x 11 x 6 cm / 8.7”x 4.3” x 2.4”
404094-01

SEYMOUR OCEANWEAVE® PODPACK 0.75
A stable and lightweight bag that sits on your top tube, providing quick
and easy access to essentials like snacks, sunglasses, phone and keys.
Construction

Mounting System

Features

Volume
Weight
Dimensions
Item Number
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•	OCEANWEAVE® 600D reclaimed fishnet polyester with waterproof
polyurethane coating.
•	Water-resistant stitched construction.
•	Webbing ladder offers endless fastening points. Simply cut the
supplied Velcro to size.
•	4 Velcro, trim-to-length straps included.
•	Leading edge polypropylene stiffeners help to maintain bag shape.
•	Wedge-shaped front enhances stem strap support.
•	Zipper closes towards the front, keeping things neat and tidy
when running a lighting system.
•	Zipper pull tabs for easy operation while wearing gloves.
•	Keychain clip (Bonus keychain included).
•	Lifetime warranty.
0.75 L / 46 cu/in
80 g / 0.18 lbs
21 x 8 x 5 cm / 8.3”x 3.1” x 2”
404095-01
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THE STEEL PROBLEM

For every tonne of pig iron (raw iron used to make steel), 1.6 tonnes of iron ore, and 450kg of coke (form of coal) typically have to be strip
mined. This mining of these 4.48 billion tonnes of iron ore and 1.48 billion tonnes of coke have a significant impact on our environment,
whether it be the release of sulphuric acid into local water sources, or the destruction of natural landscapes/ecology.
New steel production is one of the most energy-consuming and CO2 emitting activities on the planet. Coke ovens cause significant air
pollution such as naphthalene, which is extremely toxic and is a known carcinogen.

THE AXIOM SOLUTION
All Axiom baskets are built from top-quality recycled steel
from consumer waste steel scraps. Steel is infinitely recyclable, and
any grade of steel can be recycled to become top-quality new metal,
without downgrading the material quality.
Recycling consumer waste steel requires up to 60% less energy
than creating new material and reduces CO2 and greenhouse gas
emissions by more than 58%.
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FRESH-MESH DLX

MARKET BASKET LX

Easily take your basket with you after your bike is parked. The convenient
carry handle and rubber feet make this durable basket a favorite for shopping.

With its padded carry handles, this basket makes for a great in-store
shopping basket, and the Quick-Release mounting system attaches to
most styles of pannier racks in seconds. Utility and style at the same time!

Construction
Mounting System

Features

Load Capacity
Dimensions
Weight
Item Number

•	Weatherproof, PE-dipped, recycled steel mesh.
•	Heavy-duty quick-release handlebar bracket that adjusts to various
handlebar sizes (22.2-31.8 mm) with a mechanical pivot change – no
rubber shims!
•	Rubber feet on base.
•	Light clip.
•	Carry handle.
•	Lifetime warranty.
7 kg / 15 lbs
37 x 27 x 25 cm / 14.5” x 10.6” x 9.9”
1364 g / 3 lbs
171438-01

Construction
Mounting System
Features

Light not included

Load Capacity
Dimensions
Weight
Item Number

• Weatherproof, PE-dipped, recycled steel mesh.
•	Quick-release spring-loaded universal rack attachment.
•	Padded carry handles.
•	Cut-away front profile provides maximum seat clearance.
•	Adjustable width QR mounting system can be configured to fit a
wide variety of rack widths, diameters and styles.
•	Lifetime warranty.
Up to 25 kg / 55 lbs (depending on weight rating of rack)
45 x 31 x 25 cm / 17.7” x 12.2” x 9.84”
1765 g / 3.89 lbs
171440-01
Light not included

Quick Release Clamp

SEYMOUR OCEANWEAVE® BASKETPACK P1.2

MARKET BASKET

A simple “Why didn’t anyone else think of that?” solution for wide and
close-mesh bicycle baskets. Keep all of your private essentials close at
hand and prevent them from bouncing around your basket.

A great utility basket that attaches permanently to the top of most
pannier racks. Fine mesh keeps your belongings from falling through,
as is the case with many wire baskets. Weather proof vinyl-dipped
steel mesh is designed to be left outside.

Construction

Mounting System
Features

Volume
Weight
Dimensions
Item Number
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•	OCEANWEAVE® 600D reclaimed fishnet polyester with waterproof
polyurethane coating.
•	Water-resistant stitched construction.
•	Universal KLICKfix clip attaches to most wire/mesh basket rims.
•	Padded credit card/ID pocket holds multiple cards.
•	Zippered full-size privacy pocket inside.
•	Elasticized pen holders.
•	External convenience pocket with snap closure.
•	Shoulder strap included.
•	Security strap helps to prevent theft.
•	Lifetime warranty.
1.2 L / 73 cu/in
108 g / 0.24 lbs
19.5 x 14.5 x 4.5 cm / 7.7”x 5.7” x 1.8”
404052-01

Construction
Mounting System
Features

2021
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Load Capacity
Dimensions
Weight
Item Number

• Weatherproof, PE-dipped, recycled steel mesh.
•	Mounts permanently to top of rear rack.
•	Cut-away front profile provides maximum seat clearance.
•	Hardware included.
•	Lifetime warranty.
Up to 25 kg / 55 lbs (depending on weight rating of rack)
45 x 31 x 25 cm / 17.7” x 12.2” x 9.8”
1124 g / 2.47 lbs
171439-01
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QR DUAL FUNCTION PREMIUM PET BASKET
This amazing basket can be mounted to handlebars, or to the top of a rear rack.
Originally designed to carry smaller dogs, many of our customers have shared stories
of their adventurous cycling cats as well. Lots of safety measures built in, because we
know you’re transporting your baby!
Construction
Mounting System
Features

Load Capacity
Dimensions
Weight
Item Number

•	Reinforced, PE-dipped recycled steel.
•	Quick-release spring-loaded universal rack attachment (for mounting to racks).
•	Heavy-duty quick-release handlebar bracket (fits 25.4-31.8 mm handlebars).
•	Spring-loaded top cage automatically stores away when not needed.
•	Padded carry handle.
•	Anti-microbial padded floor liner for comfort and sure footing.
•	Secondary handlebar safety straps offer additional security.
•	Adjustable tether leash included.
•	Lifetime warranty.
66.8 kg / 15 lbs (handlebar)
Up to 25 kg / 55 lbs (rack), depending on rack rating.
40.5 x 30 x18cm / 16” x 11.8” x 7.1”
1872 g / 4.12 lbs
171383-01

ELASTIC CARGO NET
Designed for baskets and racks, this durable shock-cord net holds cargo
securely in place while sturdy hooks ensure years of reliable performance.
Construction
Mounting System
Features

Dimensions
Weight
Item Number
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•	Durable elastic shock cord.
•	Anti-rust steel hooks.
•	Universal six-hook design .
•	Fits most baskets.
•	Can be used on rack platforms to hold odd shaped items, like soccer
balls, or backpacks.
•	Lifetime warranty.
30 x 20 cm / 12”x 8”
64 g / 0.14 lbs
171395
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THE ALUMINUM PROBLEM

Every year, more than 130 million tonnes of bauxite is strip-mined and refined into virgin aluminum alloys. The process of refining bauxite
into aluminum is incredibly energy intensive, requiring huge amounts of electricity (primarily powered by coal) and water.
When bauxite is extracted from the earth, the strip-mining process removes all native vegetation in the mining area, resulting in a loss
of habitat and food for local wildlife as well as significant soil erosion. The caustic red sludge and toxic mine tailings that remain are
routinely deposited into mine pits, where they ultimately seep into aquifers, contaminating local water sources.

THE AXIOM SOLUTION
Every Axiom rack is built from recycled 6061 T6 aluminum. The process involves simply
re-melting the metal from scraps, shavings, and off-cuts of quality 6061. Using far less energy and
resources than creating new metal from aluminum oxide, which must first be mined and refined.
Aluminum is infinitely recyclable, without compromise to the strength and durability of the material.
By choosing to recycle scrap aluminum, we reduce our impact on the environment by eliminating
the need for newly-mined aluminum oxide. This simple step requires 95% less energy than would
be needed to make new aluminum from raw ore, reducing CO and greenhouse gas emissions
by more than 90%. All while maintaining our extremely high quality and durability that Axiom is
known for.
2
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STREAMLINER® DISC DLX

STREAMLINER
RACKS

Bikes have changed… and so should racks! We threw 80’s blueprints
(that everyone else copies) out the window and designed a rack that
solves heel clearance and compatibility issues that arise when trying to
install traditional racks on modern bicycles. Install a Streamliner® rack
on almost any bicycle, and let your bike do the work for you.
Construction

Compatibility
Stay length
Platform size
Weight
Capacity
Item Number

•	Hand-welded, tubular 10.2 mm recycled 6061 T6 aluminum.
•	High-strength steel modular feet.
•	Durable anti-scratch coating.
•	Feet mount to a standard quick-release skewer* (not included) or
to traditional eyelets.
•	Extra-long (280 mm), adjustable Versalock® arms (for frames with
eyelets).
•	Center bracket can be attached to a brake caliper or fender
bridge.
•	Optional (255120-01~04) ‘Trekk Seat Collar’ (not included) can
be used to add upper eyelets to bikes that have none.
•	Optional (171356-17) ‘Nutted Axle Kit’ can be used to fit bikes with
bolted axles.
*See axiomgear.com for Thru-axle solutions
•	Exceptional torsional stiffness.
•	Not just for disc-brake-equipped bikes.
•	Suitable for use with all frame materials, including carbon fibre.
•	Attaches to a standard quick-release skewer or to traditional
dropout eyelets.
•	Streamlined profile improves aerodynamics and greatly improves
handling by keeping your load closer to center.
•	Modular sweepback feet maximize heel clearance and
accommodate disc brakes without adding needless extra width
that otherwise affects handling.
•	280 mm Versalock® arms are long enough to fit even the smallest
of bikes.
•	Versalock® arms can be DIY bent up to 30 degrees without
compromising strength.
•	Versalock® brackets can be mounted under or over the rack
platform to help overcome mounting challenges found on some
bikes.
•	Stainless steel center bracket can be DIY bent to accommodate a
wide variety of frame designs.
•	Double welded for extra strength and long-term durability.
•	Rear bolts on feet can be used as fender mounts.
•	Reflector/light mount, Frame bolts included
•	Lifetime warranty.
26”, 27”, 27.5”, 28”, 700c
395 mm / 15.6”
355 x 100 mm / 14” x 4”
710 g / 1.56 lbs (including hardware)
50 kg / 110 lbs
171271

axiomgear.com
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Bike design has changed significantly in the last three decades,
but until now, racks just haven’t measured up.
We believe that bike design shouldn’t limit a rider’s capacity to take
what they need. Streamliner racks are the solution designed to fit the
widest possible range of bikes. From disc brake carbon road machines
to monsterous fat rollers and everything in between, Whether or not
they have eyelets in the frame.

1

Unique wedge shape delivers a better ride experience. Centering
the load closer to the rear wheel for improved stability and handling.

2

Works with almost any bike. Just because a bike is fast, it
shouldn’t be precluded from carrying cargo safely and securely.
Streamliner racks work even with the tight tolerances and short
chainstays of modern road and cyclocross bikes.

Features

Did you know?
Streamliner (and Uni-Fit) rack feet can be
mounted to traditional dropout eyelets, or to
a quick-release skewer.

Modern frame with
a conventional rack.

3

“Best
rack for
going fast”
— VeloMag

Sweep back foot design enhances heel/pannier clearance. The unique sweep back
feet mount to either a quick-release skewer or traditional frame eyelets.

Modern frame with the
Streamliner rack.
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STREAMLINER® ROAD DLX

STREAMLINER® 29ER DLX

We hear it all the time. Someone bought a road bike last year, fell in
love with cycling, and now wants to do a wine tour… only to be told
that they bought the wrong bike. To that we say NO WAY! We threw 80’s
blueprints (that everyone else copies) out the window and designed
a rack that solves heel clearance and compatibility problems that
arise when trying to install traditional racks on road bikes. Install a
Streamliner® rack on almost any bicycle, and let your bike do the work
for you.

Bikes have changed… So should racks! We threw 80’s blueprints
(that everyone else copies) out the window and designed a rack that
solves heel clearance and compatibility issues that arise when trying
to install traditional racks on modern large-wheeled bicycles. Install
a Streamliner® rack on almost any 27.5” or 29” wheeled bike, and let
your bike do the work for you.

Construction

Mounting System

Features

Compatibility
Stay length
Platform size
Weight
Capacity
Item Number
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Construction

•	Hand-welded, tubular 10.2 mm recycled 6061 T6 aluminum.
•	High-strength steel modular feet.
•	Durable anti-scratch coating.
•	Feet mount to a standard quick-release skewer* (not included) or
to traditional eyelets.
•	Center bracket can be attached to either a brake caliper or
fender bridge.
•	Optional (171356-17) ‘Nutted Axle Kit’ can be used to fit bikes with
bolted axles. *See axiomgear.com for Thru-axle solutions.
•	Exceptional torsional stiffness.
•	Suitable for use with all frame materials, including carbon fibre.
•	Attaches to a standard quick-release skewer or to traditional
dropout eyelets.
•	Streamlined profile improves aerodynamics and greatly improves
handling by keeping your load closer to center.
•	Modular sweepback feet maximize heel clearance and
accommodate disc brakes without adding needless extra width
that otherwise affects handling.
•	Stainless steel center bracket can be DIY bent to accommodate a
wide variety of frame designs.
•	Double welded for extra strength and long-term durability.
•	Rear bolts on feet can be used as fender mounts.
•	Reflector/light mount, Frame bolts included
•	Lifetime warranty.
700c
390 mm / 15.4”
355 x 60 mm / 14” x 2.4”
510 g / 1.12 lbs (including hardware)
50 kg / 110 lbs
171285

Compatibility
Stay length
Platform size
Weight
Capacity
Item Number

•	Hand-welded, tubular 10.2 mm recycled 6061 T6 aluminum.
•	High-strength steel modular feet.
•	Durable anti-scratch coating.
•	Feet mount to a standard quick-release skewer* (not included) or
to traditional eyelets.
•	Extra-long (280 mm), adjustable Versalock® arms (for frames with
eyelets).
•	Center bracket can be attached to a brake caliper or fender
bridge.
•	Optional (255120-01~04) ‘Trekk Seat Collar’ (not included) can
be used to add upper eyelets to bikes that have none.
•	Optional (171356-17) ‘Nutted Axle Kit’ can be used to fit bikes
with bolted axles.
* See axiomgear.com for Thru-axle solutions.
•	Exceptional torsional stiffness.
•	Suitable for use with all frame materials, including carbon fibre.
•	Attaches to a standard quick-release skewer or to traditional dropout
eyelets.
•	Streamlined profile improves aerodynamics and greatly improves
handling by keeping your load closer to center.
•	Modular sweepback feet maximize heel clearance and
accommodate disc brakes without adding needless extra width that
otherwise affects handling.
•	Dual horizontal mounting bars allow load height to be tuned.
•	280 mm Versalock® arms are long enough to fit even the smallest of
bikes.
•	Versalock® arms can be DIY bent up to 30 degrees without
compromising strength.
•	Versalock® brackets can be mounted under or over the rack
platform to help overcome mounting challenges found on some
bikes.
•	Stainless steel center bracket can be DIY bent to accommodate a
wide variety of frame designs.
•	Double welded for extra strength and long-term durability.
•	Rear bolts on feet can be used as fender mounts.
•	Reflector/light mount, Frame bolts included
•	Lifetime warranty.
27.5”, 29”
410 mm / 16.1”
355 x 100 mm / 14” x 4”
760 g / 1.67 lbs (including hardware)
50 kg / 110 lbs
171269-01
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STREAMLINER® FATLINER

STREAMLINER® NUTTED AXLE KIT

Fat bikes come in all shapes and sizes, but that doesn’t mean that
Fat bike racks should do the same. We threw 80’s blueprints (that
everyone else copies) out the window and designed a rack that solves
heel clearance and compatibility issues that arise when trying to install
traditional racks on modern bicycles. Install a Streamliner® Fatliner
rack on almost any fat bike, and let your bike do the work for you.

Replaces stock feet to adapt any Streamliner® series rack to fit onto
standard 10mm nutted wheel axles. Ideal for electric bikes, fixies,
cruisers, urban bikes, and traditional bikes without eyelets.

Construction

Mounting System

Features

Compatibility
Stay length
Platform size
Weight
Capacity
Item Number

Construction
Mounting System

•	Hand-welded, tubular 10.2 mm recycled 6061 T6 aluminum.
•	High-strength steel modular feet.
•	Durable anti-scratch coating.
•	Feet mount to a standard quick-release skewer* (not included) or
to traditional eyelets.
•	Extra-long (280 mm), adjustable Versalock® arms (for frames with
eyelets).
•	Heavy-duty center bracket can be attached to a brake caliper or
fender bridge.
•	Optional (255120-01~04) ‘Trekk Seat Collar’ (not included) can
be used to add upper eyelets to bikes that have none.
•	Optional (171356-17) ‘Nutted Axle Kit’ can be used to fit bikes with
bolted axles. *See axiomgear.com for Thru-axle solutions.
•	Exceptional torsional stiffness.
•	Suitable for use with all frame materials, including carbon fibre.
•	Attaches to a standard quick-release skewer or to traditional
dropout eyelets.
•	Modular sweepback feet maximize heel clearance and
accommodate disc brakes without adding needless extra width
that otherwise affects handling.
•	Dual horizontal mounting bars allow load height to be tuned.
•	280 mm Versalock® arms are long enough to fit even the smallest
of bikes.
•	Versalock® arms can be DIY bent up to 30 degrees without
reducing strength.
•	Versalock® brackets can be mounted under or over the rack
platform to help overcome mounting challenges found on some
bikes.
•	Double welded for extra strength and long-term durability.
•	Lifetime warranty.
•	Fits 170-190 mm dropout spacing.
•	Rear bolts on feet can be used as fender mounts.
•	Reflector/light mount, Frame bolts included
•	Lifetime warranty.
26” / 27.5” FAT (up to 5.0”)
427 mm / 16.8”
355 mmx170 mm / 14” x 6.7”
982 g / 2.16 lbs (including hardware)
50 kg / 110 lbs
171268-01

Features

Compatibility
Item Number

•	High-strength steel.
•	Durable anti-rust coating.
•	2-bolt modular design replaces stock foot found on Streamliner®
racks.
•	Fits bolted 10 mm axles.
•	Compatible with entire Axiom Streamliner® series.
•	Ideal for use on;
-Electric bikes
-Fixed gear bikes
-Cruisers
-Internal hub geared bikes
-Traditional bikes without eyelets
•	Lifetime warranty.
All Axiom Streamliner® models.
171356-17

TREKK SEAT COLLAR
Mount a rack to any bike with this lightweight adapter that adds two
M5 threaded mounting eyelets to almost any frame.
Construction
Mounting system
Features

Compatibility
Item Number

•	Forged aluminum.
•	Replaces stock seatpost collar found on most bikes.
•	Clamp design minimizes stress on frames and seatposts.
•	Ideally suited to bicycles with alloy or steel seatposts.
•	Creates two 5 mm upper rack eyelets on almost any frame.
•	Lifetime warranty.
Fits most bicycle designs.
28.6 mm - 255120-01
29.8 mm - 255120-02
31.8 mm - 255120-03
34.9 mm - 255120-04

BAGGAGE STRAPS
Bungee-style tie-down straps for securing large and/or awkward loads.
Construction

Compatibility
Item Number

•	Heavy-duty elastic cord.
•	Hardened aluminum hooks
•	Ideal for fastening load to the top of pannier racks.
•	Pair with panniers for additional top loading options.
•	Quickly fastens to hook rack frames, or to D-ring tie-downs, found
on Monsoon® series pannier bags.
•	Lifetime warranty.
Fits most bicycle designs.
171354
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JOURNEY RACKS
Did you know : Journey racks feature
a sweep back design that sets loads
further back, providing enhanced heel
and pannier clearance and ample room
for trunk bags.

The Journey Series is our take on the classic bike rack - just better. Lightweight,
economical, adaptable and functional, all in an easy-to-stock package. Axiom Journey
racks are adapted with extra heel clearance, wider frame compatibility, and the
adjustability to compliment the widest range of modern bike designs.

The Journey

1

280 mm Versalock arms allow for
faster, cleaner and stiffer installation,
and can be DIY bent to ensure a
perfect fit every time.

2

Stronger and stiffer than other racks
on the market, the Journey can
accommodate a variety of loads, and
provides extra rigidity to lower-quality
bags thanks to the Sweepback stay.

3

Super simple installation procedure on
a massive number of bike designs cuts
down on installation time and saves your
bottom line. Mechanics love us!

JOURNEY®
Racks don’t need to be expensive to be exceptional. They just need to be designed and
built right. This hand-built pannier rack has a deep set of well-thought-out features for
today’s bicycle and possesses industry-leading weight capacity and durability.
Construction
Mounting System
Features
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Compatibility
Stay length
Platform size
Weight
Capacity
Item Number

•	Hand-welded, tubular 10.2 mm recycled 6061 T6 aluminum.
•	Extra-long (280 mm), adjustable Versalock® arms (for frames with eyelets).
•	Triple stay design has a sweepback frame that prevents pannier bags from bouncing
into your wheel while you ride.
•	Suitable for frames with accommodations for racks (eyelets).
•	Generous platform size is optimized for top loading things like trunk bags and rear baskets.
•	Designed for modern bicycles by sitting your load further back over the wheel where it is
supposed to sit.
•	Increased heel clearance.
•	Enhanced trunk bag / seat clearance improves trunk bag function, especially on
smaller frames.
•	280 mm Versalock® arms are long enough to fit even the smallest of bikes.
•	Versalock® arms can be DIY bent up to 30 degrees without reducing strength.
•	Double welded for extra strength and long-term durability.
•	Ample room for a full range of fender styles
•	Reflector/light mount, Frame bolts included
•	Lifetime warranty.
26”, 27”, 700c
365 mm / 14.4”
390 x 150 mm / 15.4” x 5.9”
700 g / 1.54 lbs (including hardware)
70 kg / 154 lbs
171339
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JOURNEY® WITH SPRING

JOURNEY® DISC

Racks don’t need to be expensive to be exceptional. They just need to be designed and
built right. This spring-clamp-equipped pannier rack has a deep set of well-thought-out
features for today’s bicycle and possesses industry-leading weight capacity and durability.

The bicycle industry’s original disc-brake compatible rack. We designed this
rack as a problem solver back when disc-brakes were still a new thing. The
Journey® Disc remains a favorite to this day thanks to its flexible yet elegant
mounting options and industry-leading weight capacity.

Construction
Mounting System
Features

Compatibility
Stay length
Platform size
Weight
Capacity
Item Number

•	Hand-welded, tubular 10.2 mm recycled 6061 T6 aluminum.
•	Steel, spring-loaded top clamp.
•	Extra-long (280 mm), adjustable Versalock® arms (for frames with eyelets).
•	Great for attaching flexible loads such as jackets, backpacks, pool bags,
sandals, etc…
•	Triple stay design has a sweepback frame that prevents pannier bags from
bouncing into your wheel while you ride.
•	Suitable for frames with accommodations for racks (eyelets).
•	Generous platform size is optimized for top loading things like trunk bags and
rear baskets.
•	Designed for modern bicycles by sitting your load further back over the wheel
where it is supposed to sit.
•	Increased heel clearance.
•	Enhanced trunk bag / seat clearance improves trunk bag function, especially on
smaller frames.
•	280 mm Versalock® arms are long enough to fit even the smallest of bikes.
•	Versalock® arms can be DIY bent up to 30 degrees without reducing strength.
•	Double welded for extra strength and long-term durability.
•	Ample room for a full range of fender styles
•	Reflector/light mount, Frame bolts included
•	Lifetime warranty.
26”, 27”, 700c
365 mm / 14.4”
390 x 150 mm / 15.4” x 5.9”
926 g / 2.04 lbs (including hardware)
70 kg / 154 lbs
171286

Construction
Mounting System

Features

Compatibility
Stay length
Platform size
Weight
Capacity
Item Number

•	Hand-welded, tubular 10.2 mm recycled 6061 T6 aluminum.
•	Extra-long (280 mm), adjustable Versalock® arms (for frames with eyelets).
•	Traditional stay on right (drive side).
•	Adjustable Versalock® stay on left (disc side).
•	Triple stay design has a sweepback frame that prevents pannier bags from
bouncing into your wheel while you ride.
•	Suitable for frames where disc-brake placement causes a compatibility issue
with traditional racks.
•	Generous platform size is optimized for top loading things like trunk bags and
rear baskets.
•	Designed for modern bicycles by sitting your load further back over the wheel
where it is supposed to sit.
•	Increased heel clearance.
•	Enhanced trunk bag / seat clearance improves trunk bag function, especially
on smaller frames.
•	280 mm Versalock® arms are long enough to fit even the smallest of bikes.
•	Versalock® arms can be DIY bent up to 30 degrees without reducing strength.
•	Double welded for extra strength and long-term durability.
•	Ample room for a full range of fender styles
•	Reflector/light mount, Frame bolts included
•	Lifetime warranty.
26”, 27”, 700c
365 mm / 14.4”
390 x 150 mm / 15.4” x 5.9”
730 g / 1.6 lbs (including hardware)
50 kg / 110 lbs
171338

JOURNEY® ADJUSTABLE 2429
All of the design benefits of our famous Journey rack, but with vertically adjustable
stays that fit bicycles with wheels ranging from 24” to 29”. A great problem-solver
rack for bicycles with unique frame designs.
Construction
Mounting System
Features

Compatibility
Stay length
Platform size
Weight
Capacity
Item Number
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TRANSIT®

•	Hand-welded, tubular 10.2 mm/15 mm recycled 6061 T6 aluminum.
•	Extra-long (280 mm), adjustable Versalock® arms (for frames with eyelets).
•	Adjustable length lower stays.
•	Vertically adjustable stays maintain optimum load placement over rear wheel,
while fitting a wide variety of wheel sizes and frame configurations.
•	Triple stay design has a sweepback frame that prevents pannier bags from
bouncing into your wheel while you ride.
•	Suitable for frames with accommodations for racks (eyelets).
•	Designed for modern bicycles by sitting your load further back over the wheel
where it is supposed to sit.
•	Increased heel clearance.
•	Enhanced trunk bag / seat clearance improves trunk bag function, especially on
smaller frames.
•	280 mm Versalock® arms are long enough to fit even the smallest of bikes.
•	Versalock® arms can be DIY bent up to 30 degrees without reducing strength.
•	Double welded for extra strength and long-term durability.
•	Ample room for a full range of fender styles
•	Reflector/light mount, Frame bolts included
•	Lifetime warranty
24”, 26”, 27”, 27.5”, 28”, 29”, 700c
306 mm to 390 mm / 12” to 15.4””
390 x 150 mm / 15.4” x 5.9”
786 g / 1.73 lbs (including hardware)
50 kg / 110 lbs
171272

A new take on the traditional alloy pannier rack. Lightweight tubular aluminum,
and reinforced extended hardware dramatically increase strength and stiffness.
Better doesn’t have to cost more.
Construction
Mounting System

Compatibility
Stay length
Platform size
Weight
Capacity
Item Number

•	Hand-welded, tubular 10.2 mm 6061 T6 aluminum.
•	Extra-long (280 mm) extension arms are reinforced (bridged) to prevent
failure found on other brands of racks, due to spreading and twisting.
•	Suitable for frames with accommodations for racks (eyelets).
•	Generous platform size is optimized for top loading things like trunk bags and
rear baskets.
•	280 mm extension arms are long enough to fit even the smallest of bikes,
and can be bent to shape without compromising strength, due to their
bridged construction.
•	Double welded for extra strength and long-term durability.
•	Reflector/light mount, Frame bolts included
•	Lifetime warranty.
26”, 27”, 700c
355 mm / 14”
350 x 130 mm / 13.8” x 5.1”
550 g / 1.21 lbs (including hardware)
50 kg / 110 lbs
171332
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JOURNEY® UNI-FIT MK3 ALU

JOURNEY® SUSPENSION & DISC LOWRIDER

A sturdy, versatile rear rack that offers an almost universal fit :
compatible with a full range of wheel sizes, disc brakes, frames
without eyelets, road bikes, and traditional designs.

Suspension forks are wonderful for light riding, but difficult to fit a rack onto.
Our lightweight solution offers compatibility with a wide range of suspension
forks, while ensuring solid and reliable performance.

Construction

Construction
Mounting System

Mounting System

Features

Compatibility
Stay length
Platform size
Weight
Capacity
Item Number

•	Hand-welded, tubular 10.2 mm recycled 6061 T6 aluminum.
•	High-strength steel modular feet.
•	Durable anti-scratch coating.
•	Patent-pending adjustable height and adjustable setback.
•	Two sets of patent-pending, adjustable feet mount to a standard
quick-release skewer* (not included) or to traditional eyelets.
•	Extra-long (280 mm), adjustable Versalock® arms (for frames with
eyelets).
•	Heavy-duty center bracket can be attached to a brake caliper or
fender bridge.
*See axiomgear.com for Thru-axle solutions.
•	Optional (255120-01~04) ‘Trekk Seat Collar’ (not included) can
be used to add upper eyelets to bikes that have none.
•	Exceptional torsional stiffness.
•	Dual horizontal mounting bars allow load height to be tuned.
•	Suitable for use with all frame materials, including carbon fibre.
•	Attaches to a standard quick-release skewer, or to traditional
dropout eyelets.
•	Streamlined profile improves aerodynamics and greatly improves
handling by keeping your load closer to center.
•	Modular sweepback feet maximize heel clearance and
accommodate disc brakes, without adding needless extra width
that otherwise affects handling.
•	280 mm Versalock® arms are long enough to fit even the smallest
of bikes.
•	Versalock® arms can be DIY bent up to 30 degrees without
reducing strength.
•	Versalock® brackets can be mounted under or over the rack
platform to help overcome mounting challenges found on some
bikes.
•	Double welded for extra strength and long-term durability.
•	Feet feature integrated fender eyelets.
•	Reflector/light mount, Frame bolts included
•	Lifetime warranty.
26”, 27”, 27.5”, 28”, 29”, 700c
340 mm to 395 mm / 13.4” x 15.6” (adjustable)
346 x 114 mm / 13.6” x 4.5”
860 g / 1.89 lbs (including hardware)
50 kg / 110 lbs
171281-02

Features

Compatibility
Weight
Capacity
Item Number

JOURNEY® DLX LOWRIDER
A new take on the traditional alloy pannier rack. Lightweight tubular aluminum,
and reinforced extended hardware dramatically increase strength and
stiffness. Better doesn’t have to cost more.
Construction
Mounting System

“The Journey Uni-Fit MK3 rear rack delivers
almost unbelievable frame compatibility
making it a top choice for almost any bike.”
— Canadian Cycling

Compatibility
Weight
Capacity
Item Number

•	Hand-welded, tubular 10.2 mm recycled 6061 T6 aluminum.
•	Bolts to lower fork eyelets.
•	Included rubberized “V” brackets ensure a stable 3 points of contact on
each fork blade, at all times..
•	Fore/aft adjustment slots accommodate a wide variety of fork angles/rakes.
•	Fits forks up to 42 mm in diameter.
•	Integrated safety top tabs prevent bag slipping**
•	Double welded for extra strength and long-term durability.
•	Lifetime warranty.
**May not fit wider spacing found on some larger bags
**Not recommended for use with bags over 12 L per side.
**Always use 2 bags, to prevent loss of control caused by load imbalance.
26”, 27”, 27.5”, 28”, 29”, 700c
585 g / 1.29 lbs (including hardware)
18 kg / 40 lbs (9 kg each side)
171274
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Caliper bridge mount or adjustable
Versalock arms : Two mounting
options to fit bikes with or without
seatstay eyelets.

RACKS

2

Feet adjust up and down to
accommodate every popular wheel
size : Select the correct mounting hole
for wheel size to instantly adjust rack fit.

•	Hand-welded, tubular 10.2 mm recycled 6061 T6 aluminum.
•	Mounts to quick-release skewer*.
•	Included rubberized “V” brackets ensure a stable 3 points of contact on
each fork blade at all times.
*Bonus Skewer included will fit many fork types, but some users may need to
supply their own extra-long rear skewer to accommodate thicker dropouts.
•	Fore/aft adjustment slots accommodate a wide variety of fork angles/rakes.
•	Fits forks up to 42 mm in diameter.
•	Integrated safety top tabs prevent bag slipping**
•	Double welded for extra strength and long-term durability.
•	Lifetime warranty.
**May not fit wider spacing found on some larger bags.
**Not recommended for use with bags over 12 L per side.
**Always use 2 bags, to prevent loss of control caused by load imbalance.
Traditional QR - 26”, 27”, 27.5”, 28”, 29”, 700c
575 g / 1.27 lbs (including hardware)
18 kg / 40 lbs (9 kg each side)
171273

3

Sweep back foot design enhances
heel/pannier clearance : Feet
mount to quick-release skewer or
traditional eyelets.
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THE POLYCARBONATE PROBLEM

Polycarbonate (recycling #7) is typically one of the most difficult plastics to recycle. Only a fraction of recycling facilities are able (or
willing) to recycle it, and as a result the majority of polycarbonates end up in landfills, bundled and stored, waiting for a recycler who will
do something with them, or incinerated. The fact is, the majority of polycarbonate that you put in your blue box, ends up in a landfill, or
burned up in the atmosphere.

DID YOU KNOW?

THE AXIOM SOLUTION

All Axiom fender stays are manufactured
from recycled stainless-steel that comes
from manufacturing and consumer scraps.
Stainless-steel is infinitely recyclable,
without degradation to the material.
Recycling stainless-steel requires up
to 67% less energy than creating new
material and reduces CO2 and greenhouse
gas emissions by more than 70%.

Axiom FLASCHEGUARD fenders are made from end-of-life polycarbonate watercooler bottles.
Our recycled polycarbonate retains the same strength and durability as virgin polycarbonate and is free
of Bisphenol-A for a reliable responsibly sourced solution.
FLASCHEGUARD recycled polycarbonate uses up to 75% less crude oil than virgin polycarbonate
material and reduces CO emissions by more than 72%. For every tonne of FLASCHEGUARD material
produced, almost a tonne of CO emissions is prevented and end-of-life plastic is kept out of landfills or
incinerators.
2

2
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FLASCHEGUARD™ 700/41

FLASCHEGUARD™ 26/60

Wheel Size Compatibility
Radius
Profile width
Front Fender Length
Rear Fender Length
Weight
Item Number

Wheel Size Compatibility
Radius
Profile width
Tire Compatibility Range
Front Fender Length
Rear Fender Length
Weight
Item Number

700C / 27” / 28”
370 mm
41 mm
750 mm / 29.5”
1295 mm / 51”
560 g
177753-01

26” / 650B
350 mm
60 mm
26 x 1.5 - 2.0” / 650B x 32 - 47 mm Smooth
750 mm / 29.5”
1295 mm / 51”
720 g
177753-04

FLASCHEGUARD™ FENDERS
Bikes have changed, and so should fenders. We threw traditional fender blueprints out the window and designed fenders that create solutions for
problems that traditional fenders can’t. Our FLASCHEGUARD™ fenders are as close to ‘fit-everything’ as a fender can be.
FLASCHEGUARD™ fenders are made from end-of-life water cooler bottles and use up to 75% less crude oil than virgin polycarbonate. For every
tonne of FLASCHEGUARD™ material produced, almost a tonne of CO2 emissions is prevented. This means end of life plastic is kept out of landfills or
incinerators. Because we’re trying to make every difference that we can, all of our stays are made from 100% recycled stainless steel.
The attractive matte finish has the look of alloy fenders, but none of the drawbacks. Dramatically increased length solves the problems of your feet
getting wet up front and your gear or your riding partner getting wet out back.
Each set of fenders includes our proprietary AXLERUNNER™ and FRAMERUNNER™ mounts, and an expanded hardware assortment to ensure you will
be able to fit fenders to almost any bicycle - even if your bike has disc brakes, suspension forks, or simply wasn’t designed with holes for fenders.
Construction

Mounting System

•	FLASCHEGUARD™ recycled polycarbonate inner layer created from end-of-life water cooler bottles
•	3.2 mm 100% Recycled stainless steel support stays
•	Stainless steel hardware
•	FRAMERUNNERS™ mounts (x2) for use on suspension forks, aero forks, forks with disc brakes, forks without eyelets, or almost any other area where eyelets do not exist
•	AXLERUNNERS™ (x2) for use on quick-release frames and forks without eyelets
•	Spacers (5 mm x 6 / 10 mm x 3) for fine-tuning of bikes with disc brakes and eyelets, and for bridge height adjustment on frames with vertical mounting hole
•	Mount to seat stay bridge and fork crown via included assortment of bolts and nuts, or use included zip-ties to fasten via the slotted bridge clamp
•	Expanded selection of stainless steel mounting bolt lengths
•	Glossy inner layer finish resists dirt and grime build-up
•	Extended fender lengths and duckbill mud flaps* keep feet dry, and eliminate rear spray
•	3 M triangle rear logos enhance visibility
•	Support stays spaced for maximum stiffness and frame compatibility
•	Stays can be bent to accommodate unique mounting configurations
•	Front fender equipped with safety stays to protect against objects becoming lodged in wheel
•	Compatible with most Disc-Brake-equipped bikes
•	Compatible with most Thru-Axle-equipped bikes
•	Compatible with a wide range of suspension forks
•	Wide range of tire compatibility
•	Profile designed for optimal tire clearance
•	Sold pre-assembled for quick mounting
•	Lifetime warranty
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FLASCHEGUARD™ 700/50

FLASCHEGUARD™ 27.5/70

Wheel Size Compatibility
Radius
Profile width
Tire Compatibility Range
Front Fender Length
Rear Fender Length
Weight
Item Number

Wheel Size Compatibility 27.5”
Radius
375 mm
Profile width
70 mm
Tire Compatibility Range 27.5 x 2.1 - 2.35”
Front Fender Length
750 mm / 29.5”
Rear Fender Length
1295 mm / 51”
Weight	850 g
Item Number
177753-05

700C / 27” / 28”
370 mm
50 mm
700C x 32-40 mm / 27 x 1-1/4 - 1-1/2” / 28 x 1.25 - 1.50”
750 mm / 29.5”
1295 mm / 51”
610 g
177753-02

FLASCHEGUARD™ 700/60

FLASCHEGUARD™ 29/70

Wheel Size Compatibility
Radius
Profile width
Tire Compatibility Range
Front Fender Length
Rear Fender Length
Weight
Item Number

Wheel Size Compatibility 29”
Radius
395 mm
Profile width
70 mm
Tire Compatibility Range 29 x 2.1 - 2.35”
Front Fender Length
750 mm / 29.5”
Rear Fender Length
1295 mm / 51”
Weight	870 g
Item Number
177753-06

axiomgear.com
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700C / 29” / 650B
380 mm
60 mm
700C x 42 - 50 mm / 29 x 1.5 - 2.0” / 650B x 47 - 50 mm Knobby
750 mm / 29.5”
1295 mm / 51”
740 g
177753-03
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FRAMERUNNER™ KIT
These ingenious proprietary mounts allow you to create fender
mounting points on almost any frame or fork. Great for use on
suspension forks, aero forks, forks with disc brakes, forks without
eyelets, frames / forks with thru-axles, or almost any other area where
eyelets do not exist, but you wish they did.
Construction

Mounting System

Features

Item Number

•	6061 T6 aluminum skeleton and eyelet.
•	Polypropylene outer body.
•	Polyurethane frame pad.
•	Included Zip-ties for permanent mounting.
•	Included O-Rings for temporary mounting.
•	Included clear frame protector stickers prevent damage to paint,
and provide a reference for proper placement when removing and
installing repeatedly.
•	Compatible most makes and models of fenders that use
traditional mounting stays.
•	For fender use only. Do not use with racks.
•	Lifetime Warranty
177888-01
(Set of 4)

4X

FRONTRUNNER®
A minimalist front fender compatible with 26”, 27.5” and 29” wheel sizes.
Construction
Mounting System
Features

Compatibility
Weight
Item Number

AXLERUNNER™ KIT
These ingenious proprietary mounts allow you to create fender
mounting points on frames and forks that use standard quick-release
wheels.
Construction
Mounting System
Features

Item Number
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•	Durable recycled polypropylene body
•	Adjustable rubber straps mount to down tube
•	100% recyclable
•	Ships and merchandises as a flat sheet and snaps onto the included down
tube bracket
•	Hardware included
•	Lifetime warranty
26”, 27.5”, 29”, 700C
74 g / 0.16 lbs
177771-01

4X

•	6061 T6 forged aluminum.
•	Hard anodized.
•	Clamps under quick-release skewers.
•	Fits most bikes.
•	Compatible most makes and models of fenders that use mounting
stays.
•	For fender use only. Do not use with racks.
•	Can also be used to reposition waterbottles on frames, allowing for
improved bottle / shock clearance.
•	Lifetime Warranty
177889-02
(set of 4)

REARRUNNER®
A minimalist rear fender compatible with 26”, 27.5” and 29” wheel sizes
Construction
Mounting System
Features

2021
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Compatibility
Weight
Item Number

•	Durable recycled polypropylene body
•	Adjustable BOA-BRACKET® fits all seatpost/seat tube diameters
•	100% recyclable
•	Quick-release bracket allows for immediate installation and removal
•	Ships and merchandises as a flat sheet and snaps onto the included
seatpost bracket
•	Hardware included
•	Lifetime warranty
26”, 27.5”, 29”, 700C
152 g / 0.34 lbs
177772-01
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FRONTRUNNER® FAT

OCEANWEAVE® POP-UP TOTEM RETAIL DISPLAY

Easy-to-install front fender for your fat bike.
Construction
Mounting System
Features

Compatibility
Weight
Item Number

Highlight the environmental and ethical benefits of Axiom’s proprietary
OCEANWEAVE® fabric.

•	Durable recycled polypropylene body
•	Adjustable rubber straps mount to down tube
•	100% recyclable
•	Ships and merchandises as a flat sheet and snaps onto the
included down tube bracket
•	Hardware included
•	Lifetime warranty
All FAT and PLUS size tires
99 g / 3.5 oz
177773-01

Features

Item Number

•	High-quality varnished cardboard construction.
•	Spring-loaded system assembles in seconds.
• Draw attention to the many benefits of Oceanweave®, and increase your
bag sales.
•	155 x 48 cm (61” x 19”) Assembled
492783-17-01 - English
492783-17-02 - French

REARRUNNER® FAT
Easy-to-install rear fender for your fat bike.
Construction
Mounting System
Features

Compatibility
Weight
Item Number

•	Durable recycled polypropylene body
•	Adjustable BOA-BRACKET® fits all seatpost/seat tube diameters
•	100% recyclable
•	Quick-release bracket allows for immediate installation and
removal
•	Ships and merchandises as a flat sheet and snaps onto the
included seatpost bracket
•	Hardware included
•	Lifetime warranty
All FAT and PLUS size tires
190 g / 6.7 oz
177773-02

INFLATABLE PANNIER BLADDER
Insert the bladder into any Axiom pannier and inflate to desired size for
a perfect display every time.
Features

Item Number

•	Faster and easier than stuffing
•	Highlights the light weight of Axiom bags
•	Improves sales by allowing customers to better compare volumes
and make an informed decision.
403055-01

axiomgear.com
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RACKRUNNER®
A simple and elegant ‘instant fender’ add-on for pannier racks.
Construction
Mounting System
Features

Compatibility
Weight
Item Number
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•	Virtually unbreakable recycled polypropylene body
•	Mounts directly to rack tubing
•	100% recyclable
•	Can be trimmed to fit any rack
•	Ships and merchandises as a flat sheet
•	Hardware for mounting to racks with or without platforms
•	Lifetime warranty
Universal
34 g / 0.07 lbs
177774-01
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DOWNLOAD CENTRE - HTTP://DOWNLOADCENTRE.NORCO.COM/
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